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Abstract 
 

This proposal is for a First-Generation Student Leadership Development program at Oregon 

State University, based on the Social Change Model of Leadership Development, and 

additionally informed by Astin’s Theory of Involvement, Chickering’s Theory of Identity of 

Development, and Schlossberg’s Mattering Versus Marginality Theory. The program begins 

with informational sessions during summer orientation sessions and continues throughout the 

academic year as a three-part ALS 199 Special Topics course series. The goal of the program is 

to assist first generation students in development of cultural capital as college students so that 

they can succeed to become student leaders at the university and elsewhere. 

Keywords:  First-generation students, Social Change Model, leadership, cultural capital, 

mentorship, involvement 
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First Generation Student Leadership Development 

First-generation college students are a population that is, historically speaking, 

underserved; yet, the number of individuals identifying as first-generation is on the rise. Though 

numbers continue to increase, a large percentage of first-generation students will fail to complete 

their degrees within four years, and many more will leave their respective institutions for a 

variety of reasons. In order to understand the challenges that face first-generation college 

students, we must first grasp what “first-generation” status constitutes. The United States of 

America’s Government Educational Opportunities program defines a first-generation college 

student as an individual “with neither parent having completed a four-year college degree in the 

USA by the time that the student [has] entered college” (Collier & Morgan, 2007). A critical 

point worth noting is the fact that “first generation students are less likely to graduate then peers 

who have at least one parent with a college education” (Collier and Morgan, 2007).   

Terry T. Ishitani (2006), who charts degree completion of first-generation students, adds 

to the definition of “first-generation student” by establishing two distinct groups. The first group 

includes “students with parents whose highest educational attainment was either a high school 

diploma or less,” while the second group includes “students with at least one of their parents 

having attended college but never attaining a bachelor’s degree” (Ishitani, 2006). Also worth 

noting is that first-generation college students tend to originate from poor or working-class 

families, a factor which, in addition to course-related struggles, will greatly contribute to their 

decision to leave or remain in a university setting. Over 72% of admitted first-generation 

students from families in low-income brackets will likely leave college, many of them during 

their first year (Ishitani, 2006). Of those that do not leave the college environment, only 11.5% of 
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remaining first-gen students attempting to earn a bachelor’s degree will do so in four years 

(Ishitani, 2006). 

The greatest factor contributing to the success (or lack thereof) is the notion of cultural 

capital.  Socioeconomic status is often discussed in classrooms in some form; however, many 

faculty members fail to clearly elaborate on the “considerable advantages that that the offspring 

of parents who hold college degrees possess” (Oldfield, 2007). These advantages, which 

constitute “cultural capital,” refer to “the knowledge, skills, education and other advantages that 

a person has that make the educational system a comfortable, familiar environment in which one 

can succeed” (Oldfield, 2007). As a result of this lack of “cultural capital,” first-generation 

students struggle identifying with their affluent peers. The culture of the university itself, based 

on preexisting notions of academic success for more traditional students, does not aid them in 

their quest to seek support. Collier & Morgan (2007) argue this point while noting the tendency 

of campus populations to “reproduce,” or sustain the “advantage” among traditional students and 

faculty; a mentality which ultimately fails to recognize the needs of first-generation students. 

Consequently, because of such a perceptual division, peers, advisors or faculty members are 

perceived as inaccessible, rendering many of the on-campus resources useless or unhelpful. 

Family support is also lacking for many first-generation students, since family members often 

fail to comprehend the many complicated elements of the university system which tie to 

academic success, such as financial aid or academic advising. 

Other factors contributing to the disconnection of sorts experienced by first-generation 

students involve academic concerns, primarily involving conceptualization of faculty 

expectations. Collier & Morgan (2007), faculty members at Portland State University, report that 

first-generation college students lack insight on the subject of academics, desiring from their 
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professors “even more detail than their more traditional counterparts.” In addition to academic-

related concerns, many first-generation students suffer from problems related to “time 

management and placing priority on the time they [devote] to classes” (Collier & Morgan, 2007). 

In order to better support the first-generation student population at Oregon State 

University (OSU), we have designed a program that will provide these students with 

opportunities to explore and solidify a sense of identity, mattering, and empowerment as college-

level students. The program begins during the summer season in various informational sessions 

and a retreat and continues throughout the academic year in a three part ALS 199 Special Topics 

course series. The objective of this program is to help first-generation students develop the 

necessary cultural capital needed for them to thrive as students and be culturally grounded at 

OSU. Finally, through this program, students will be challenged to pursue opportunities to 

explore greater ways to become involved with campus initiatives, thereby forming a deeper sense 

of self and understanding that their talents and experiences can be utilized to better the 

communities in which they live, learn, and work.   

Theoretical Applications 

Social Change Model for Leadership Development 

By utilizing the Social Change Model (SCM) of Leadership Development, our aim is to 

design a year-long experiential course that will assist first-generation college students in 

establishing a sense of belonging within the greater OSU community. In addition to this aim, our 

task is challenge and support first-generation students through the pursuit of meaningful and 

transformative leadership opportunities.  The SCM, in essence, is designed to emphasize 

“clarification of values, the development of self-awareness, trust, and the capacity to listen and 

serve others, and through collaborative work to bring about change for the common good” 
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(Komives et al., 2006, p. 9). Organized around seven values, the model attempts to promote 

growth of self-awareness among other agents that are invested in the process of creating social 

change. The ultimate goal then in utilizing this particular model is to empower first-generation 

students by crafting a well-rounded sense of self as an agent that can effectively lead and 

promote change (individual values), identify with a particular population and create positive 

change at a group-based level (group values), and finally focus on a more community-centered 

understanding of change and leadership (citizenship) (Komives et al., 2006, p. 9). As Komives et 

al. (2006) note, the model can also be used in such a way to foster awareness of issues facing 

populations and society on an individual, group and communal basis (p. 10).  

Astin’s Theory of Involvement 

Alexander Astin presented a theory on student development rooted in involvement. 

Involvement, Astin (1984) asserts, refers to “the amount of physical and psychological energy 

that the student devotes to the academic experience” (p. 297).  A student who is highly involved 

is one who “devotes considerable energy to studying, spends time on campus, participates 

actively in student organizations, and interacts frequently with faculty members and other 

students” (Astin, 1984, p. 297). The overall purpose of this theory, Astin (1984) notes, is to 

“focus on what the student does: how motivated the student is and how much time and energy 

the student devotes to the learning process” or involvement in campus activities (p. 298).  Those 

that are involved in various leadership opportunities are more likely to devote higher levels of 

energy to their studies. In summation, the theory stipulates that those who are involved in on-

campus activities are more likely to succeed in their academic careers as well as grow personally 

from their experiences. 

Chickering’s Theory of Identity Development 
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 Another theory used to inform the development of this program was Arthur Chickering’s 

Identity Development Theory. Although Chickering’s theory consists of seven vectors of 

development, classifying the seven stages that the average person goes through during their 

lifetime, only the third (Moving Through Autonomy Toward Independence), fourth (Developing 

Mature Interpersonal Relationships), and fifth (Establishing Identity) vectors were considered for 

this program due to the average age of the target student population (Evans, Forney, Guido, 

Patton & Renn, 2010). The second course in the First Generation Student Leadership 

Development series is heavily based on these three vectors of Chickering’s theory as it focuses 

on personal, professional, and community development through mentorship, peer support, 

networking, community service, and service learning. By focusing on these three vectors of 

Chickering’s Identity Development Theory, it is hoped that this course will assist students in 

developing the right balance between autonomy and interdependence, develop mature 

relationships with their peers and superiors, and work towards solidifying a positive and healthy 

personal identity while building the cultural capital needed to be successful in the university 

setting (Evans, et al, 2010).  

Schlossberg’s Mattering Versus Marginality 

The final theory utilized for the purpose of this course/leadership experience is Nancy 

Schlossberg’s Theory of Marginalization and Mattering.  As individuals take on new roles, 

Evans et al. (2010) notes that feelings of marginality occur when persons are “uncertain about 

what the new role entails” (p. 31). As a result of feelings of marginality, or not fitting in, students 

develop concerns regarding their sense of significance. For minority groups, this feeling is often 

a “permanent condition, while others, such as first-year students from dominant populations, 

may temporarily worry about whether they matter to anyone” (Evans et al., 2010, p. 32).  
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Schlossberg offers up four aspects of mattering which might combat marginalization: 

importance, ego-extension, dependence, and appreciation (Evans et al., 2010, p. 32). By using 

this particular theory, our intention is to craft a course, as well as an ongoing effort (in the form 

of workshops, living-learning communities, and continuous mentoring), to provide first-

generation students with a sense of enrichment and purpose in academia. 

Curriculum Overview 

Fall Term: First-Generation Defined – The Self: Education and Personal Success 

In order to best serve first-generation college students, who are (historically speaking) 

less likely to graduate than more traditional college students, our team has devised an approach 

aimed at orienting first-generation students to the campus during the summer START sessions as 

well as in various sessions during CONNECT Week right before fall term begins. These 

informational sessions will highlight various elements of the year-long program while focusing 

heavily on the details surrounding the coursework and scheduled meetings throughout the 

upcoming fall term. Other topics to be covered include ordering textbooks, locating classes on 

campus, sharing a room with another student, on-campus employment, and financial 

management strategies.   

Prior to the start of the term, first-generation students (as well as mentors and select 

faculty) will participate in a weekend-long retreat hosted prior to CONNECT Week. Whereas the 

themes introduced during the START Sessions will be continued through the retreat and into 

CONNECT Week, the focus of the retreat will be on fostering relationships among this particular 

group of students. Icebreakers, team building initiatives (designed to promote student 

interaction), and lectures will be used in moderation while large group dialogues, focusing on 
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questions tied to identifying as a first-generation student, will be at the center of the retreat, along 

with goal setting and exploring the greater significance of higher education.   

The first ALS course would focus on integration into the OSU community, awareness of 

self, and an understanding of the issues tied to first-generation student status. It would require 

students to spend a great deal of time critically discerning their personal values, history/family, 

as well as reflecting on goals tied to their education. The ultimate aim of this branch of the 

program is to instill within individuals a sense of cultural capital; signifying a working 

knowledge of the university system as well as student support services. 

Learning Outcomes. 

In order to effectively incorporate these developmental theories into the fall term course, 

we have developed four learning outcomes.  These outcomes will be used an attempt to combat 

the issues that have been identified with respect to this student population as well as guide our 

efforts.  Because of this program, first-generation students will, a) be able to articulate 

knowledge of campus resources and identity various forms of personal and academic support, b) 

be able to craft an understanding of oneself, one’s strengths, and a sense of mattering and 

empowerment as OSU students, c) be able to focus on the notion of self in relation to their peers 

and other first-generation students, and d) develop a working knowledge of institutional/cultural 

practices that affect first-generation student development. 

Course Outline. 

The course will meet twice per week on Tuesdays and Thursdays for an hour and twenty 

minutes each; providing students enough time to break out into discussion about their 

experiences at the university thus far as well as cover a wide variety of information tied to first-

generation transitions. The first week of the course will be devoted to orienting students to the 
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collegiate lifestyle, involving a hefty dissection of the course syllabus and other activities tied to 

charting out one’s term while placing a special emphasis on how college is different from other 

educational endeavors, highlighting the significance of attending a D1, research-oriented 

university (Appendix A). Exercises to be used during week one include the Term-At-A-Glance 

sheet created by the Academic Success Center in addition to reflection exercises geared towards 

promoting critical reflection on how college will be a new and challenging experience. Week one 

will also serve as a precursor to coming weeks by defining the phrase “first-generation college 

student” and the common trends among said population of university-level students.   

Week two will center on the topic of campus resources and will involve a tour of the 

campus to identify the physical location of different student services. Such resources include the 

Academic Success Center, Counseling and Psychological Services, the Cultural Resource 

Centers, Library services, and so forth. Students will be challenged to reflect on how they can 

use these resources in times of crises as well as develop plans of action with respect to future 

scenarios involving difficulty with coursework (Appendix A). 

The third week will serve as a discussion-centered week that requires individuals to 

contemplate how identifying as a first-generation student affects their identity as a whole. While 

the following weeks, four and five, will serve as a means through which issues surrounding first-

generation student populations are explored and studied via case studies and traditional lecture 

methods (Appendix A). 

Subsequently, weeks six and seven will continue to expand upon self-exploration by 

focusing on goal setting in addition to exploring readings and reflection assignments focused on 

identifying personal values and aspirations for one’s life during and beyond college. This will 

then lead into the concluding weeks where individuals share a personal statement. Students will 
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then be prompted to teach the rest of the class (in a group-based setting) on various issues that 

affect first-generation students as an entire population; providing an opportunity for growth as 

well as empowerment with respect to one’s knowledge of population-related subjects and 

personal experience (Appendix A).   

Part of this particular curriculum involves the promotion of common/shared space among 

first-generation students and therefore our proposal would involve the utilization of the new 

INTO residence hall on the south side of campus to provide living-learning experience 

opportunities. This facility would offer students the opportunity for conversations encountered in 

the classroom to continue on in the spaces in which students live. Living there, of course, would 

not be required for first-generation students however, the said space would be available for 

individuals that wish to room with, or live in a community of, similar peers. Our hope is to 

provide a space in which first-generation students can form community ties that would 

strengthen their sense of integration into the OSU community. 

Course Assignments. 

As far as coursework is concerned, in-class participation will be the greatest source of 

points affecting a student’s grade (Appendix A). The hope with this course is to provide space 

where students can openly and honestly discuss issues that they are facing as first-generation 

students in addition to developing strategies for navigating the institution. The most important 

and challenging assignment for students in this course will be to craft a personal statement that 

identifies elements of one’s history and values as well as one’s hopes, goals, and aspirations 

relating to higher education and beyond. One critical component of this piece involves defining 

what it means to identify as a first-generation student; crafting a functional definition of the 

phrase and focusing on how it affects one’s perception of being a student.  Sunday Journals, 
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weekly reflection assignments sent in the form of email to the course instructors, will serve as 

another primary assignment. Journals will focus on the identification of key characteristics of 

college students as well as provide a space for students to reflect on their day-to-day interactions 

with the campus community and comment on academic areas that are personally challenging. 

Additional assignments will include in-class writing summaries focusing on case studies and 

short compositions on particular topics tied to the retention of first-gen students. In addition, one 

large group project, in the form of a research paper and presentation, will be assigned that will 

require students to identify and create hypothetical solutions for an issue that affects one’s ability 

to function as a student (financial aid, time management, etc.). 

 Assessment. 

The course will be assessed in terms of student learning (measured on a traditional A-F 

scale), instructor performance (measured in terms of mid-term and post-term evaluations), and 

via surveys.  Surveys will include written responses, multiple choice answers, and several 

interview sessions allowing individuals to rate their experience in the course and in the 

leadership program as a whole (especially concerning the living-learning communal experience).  

Surveys will also be used to measure student satisfaction with START and CONNECT Week 

activities and sessions to best address concerns or areas requiring improvement. Within the 

living-learning community, two program meetings will be scheduled (week three and week six) 

to gauge how additional programming (such as guest speakers, retreats, etc.) is being best 

utilized as well as provide an opportunity for students to offer any input with respect to how the 

program is organized.  

Winter Term: Personal, Professional, and Community Development 
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Students who complete the fall ALS course will be encouraged to enroll for the second 

course in the series offered during winter term; however, the course will remain open for 

enrollment by all university students. This course will meet once per week on Thursday 

afternoons for an hour and twenty minutes. In addition, the class will meet on Monday, Martin 

Luther King, Jr. Day for a five-hour session in the afternoon called RE-CONNECT.  Students 

who are unable to attend RE-CONNECT and who contact the course instructors no later than 

class time during the second week, may make up the points through an alternate assignment.  

This course has been intentionally designed to promote the personal, professional, and 

community development of first-generation college students through meaningful discussion, 

relationship building, and the development of a sense of community through peer support. The 

goals of the course are: to provide and build a support network for students; create opportunities 

for students to develop meaningful relationships with faculty, staff, and peers; assist students 

with the development of their personal and professional identities; build an awareness of 

community amongst first generation students; and familiarize students with community service 

and service learning projects. Class time and course work have been specifically designed to 

assist in the fulfillment of these course goals and thereby help students to meet the following 

intended learning outcomes. 

Intended learning outcomes. 

The goals of the course will be accomplished via different means; each with their own 

learning outcomes. The first method to be used will be mentoring.  Each student will be 

mentored for the term by a university faculty or staff member who possesses an understanding of 

the issues surrounding or challenges facing first-generation college students.  From this, students 

will receive personal, professional, and academic benefits along with being able to understand 
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the dynamics and advantages of mentoring.  The second method will be peer support through the 

development of a sense of community amongst the classmates.  Although other students may 

enroll in the course, the series is based on a cohort model and the focus of the community 

building will be to develop the relationships that were formed during the fall term to create a 

peer support network.  Even so, all students taking the course should feel a part of the 

community and much of the community building time will be done during RE-CONNECT in the 

third week of the term. Additionally, students will also learn the importance of and differences 

between peer support, peer mentorship, and friendship. The third method that will be used is the 

introduction of students to community service and service learning. Although students will not 

be expected to participate in a community service or service learning project as part of their 

course work, it is intended that they will learn about such opportunities, especially why said 

opportunities are important to the campus, and how service can be used to further a student’s 

own development. 

Course outline. 

The class time of this course has been structured to introduce new ideas and engage 

students in meaningful discussion while providing time as well as opportunities for students to 

connect with one another and find peer support through a similarity of experiences and trust-

building exercises (Appendix B).  The first two weeks will focus on faculty/staff mentor 

relationship with the course introduction and mentor assignments during the first week and a 

deeper explanation and exploration of what mentorship is during the second week.   

The third week will begin with the RE-CONNECT event and it will kick off the next 

phase of the course by delving into peer relationship building (Appendix B, Appendix D).  Week 

three’s class time will follow up the event with a discussion of the importance of and differences 
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between peer support, peer mentorship, and friendship lead by a guest speaker, the Associated 

Students of Oregon State University (ASOSU) Student Advocate.  The following week will wrap 

up the peer relationship piece with a midterm check-in starting out with a small group discussion 

time focusing on transitional, academic, and/or personal issues and then moving to a class forum 

structure. The peer relationship piece is revisited later in the term during week seven for another 

midterm check-in with a focus on academic, career choice, and life balance issues again starting 

out with a small group discussion time and then transitioning to a class forum. 

The fifth week marks the half way point in the class. It is here that the course will take a 

break and look at students utilizing a more holistic approach. The focus and title of this class 

session is “Surviving the Winter Term Blahs: Renew, Refresh, and Refocus.” Three guest 

speakers, one from each of the three wellness student services on campus (Student Health 

Services, Dixon Recreation Center, and Counseling and Psychological Services), will each give a 

short presentation and form a panel for questioning. Because first-generation college students 

may not have any prior knowledge about how to properly balance school, work, and one’s 

personal life, we feel it is important to include this educational piece to help them renew, refresh, 

and refocus their mind, bodies, and spirits to give them a better chance to reach their personal, 

professional, and academic potentials.   

The last classes of the term (weeks 6, 8, 9, & 10) focus on community.  Starting in week 

six, with a guest speaker from the OSU Community Service Center, students will be introduced 

to community service and service learning projects.  Week eight will focus on various campus 

communities, clubs, and organizations as well as the importance of getting involved.  This class 

is to help broaden their sense of community beyond the community of first-generation students 

that has been developed through this course, and to help them begin to see other opportunities on 
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campus for future involvement.  The following week (week nine), a guest speaker from the 

Healthy Campus Initiative will speak to the class about community building and diversity 

development, how the university is working towards achieving its goals, and how students can 

do their part.  Finally, week ten will wrap-up the term with a brief, in class discussion about their 

community service and service learning papers followed by a debriefing of the term with a few 

activities, small group discussions, and finally a class forum.   

Course Assignments. 

In order to assist and evaluate student learning, there are five assignments for this course 

with points assigned to each for a total of 100 points possible for the course with additional 

details on each assignment in the course syllabus (Appendix B).  The first assignment is 

attendance and participation with students being expected to attend class and actively participate 

in classroom discussions.  The second assignment is weekly meetings between the student and 

the student’s faculty or staff mentor.  Each meeting, approximately half an hour in length and 

outside class time, is to discuss various academic, personal, and professional topics as chose by 

the student and/or mentor.  Mentors will report back to the class instructors at the end of the term 

with student attendance records.  If a mentor is unable to meet that week, students should contact 

the course instructors for information on making up that time with a short assignment.   

The third assignment is Sunday Journaling.  Students are expected to email the course 

instructors with their thoughts, feelings, and reactions from their weekly mentor meeting along 

with observations about the communities, groups, and organizations that they see on campus.  

The first Sunday Journal should include an interview of the mentor and the final Sunday Journal 

should be a summary of highlights from weeks two through nine.  The fourth assignment is 

attending and participating in RE-CONNECT; a half day community building event located on 
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campus.  The purpose of the event is to give students an opportunity to re-connect with one 

another after the winter break and the goal is further develop those peer relationships into a sense 

of community and a network of peer support through ice breaker and team building exercises, 

case studies scenarios, and brainstorming activities (Appendix D).  The final assignment is a 

paper written about a past, current, or future community service or service learning project.  

Students are to research and write a short four to five page paper about the project, including the 

details surrounding the event while focusing on the impact that it had on the community and/or 

the people involved.  The purpose of this assignment is to familiarize students with community 

service and service learning projects so that they will be more likely to participate in present and 

future opportunities. 

Assessment. 

Three outcomes will be assessed:  student learning, instructors’ performance, and course 

content.  Student learning will be assessed through assignments and students will receive a grade 

based on OSU’s A-F scale as outlined in the course syllabus (Appendix B).  At the end of the 

term, students will fill out a teaching evaluation sheet for each instructor and an evaluation of the 

course content.  After the course is over, the instructors will evaluate the course themselves and 

assess the outcomes of the class based on the students’ assignment and overall grades along with 

the students’ teaching and course content evaluations.  Based on this assessment, any necessary 

or desirable changes will be made to the course to better fit the needs of the students and meet 

the objectives of the course. 

Spring Term: Leadership Development Through Involvement 

Students who have enrolled in the fall or winter term ALS 199 offerings will be invited to 

register for the spring course as well as any other students who are interested in, or referred to, 
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this course. The focus of the course will remain on first-generation students but will be open to 

students who do not identify as first-generation if they wish to register. The class will meet once 

a week on Thursdays and the length of each class will be one hour and fifty minutes. 

In continuing the first-generation student leadership track, this course will focus on the 

development of self through involvement with the greater university community and beyond. 

Through fall and winter terms, students learned about resources available to them at OSU as well 

as began to establish relationships with peers and faculty mentors. Throughout spring term, 

students should be able to begin to visualize themselves as part of the larger OSU community, be 

familiar with its resources, and envision themselves in leadership roles within the larger scope of 

their academic journey. This course will facilitate self-discovery around involvement 

opportunities that fit their passions, values, and personal identity. 

The spring term course – Leadership Development Through Involvement – has the 

following goals: a) continue to assist students in personal and professional development,  b) 

provide foundational skills for participation in student involvement opportunities, c) explore 

personal passions, values, and  a sense of mattering for students in relation to peers, d) create 

pathways for students to explore how personal identity plays a role in leadership, and e) identify 

and obtain pathways for student leadership and involvement through a working knowledge of a 

variety of different campus clubs, organizations, student jobs, internships, community service, 

and study abroad opportunities.  

Intended learning outcomes. 

By completing the learning experiences – verbal in-class contributions and written 

assignments – it is intended that students will be able to: a) define and analyze leadership and 

involvement, b) describe and analyze different student leadership opportunities that exist at OSU, 
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c) identify and explain leadership-related skills, d) evaluate the social change model of 

leadership in relation to the individual, the group, and society, and e) design a student 

development plan for themselves as a student leader. The course outline has been designed to 

provide individual and small group activities, exercises, and assignments that will supply the 

framework for students to meet the intended learning outcomes (Appendix C). 

Course outline. 

 In working towards meeting the intended learning outcomes, a course outline has been 

developed in a way that frames leadership and involvement through the eyes of a first-year, first-

generation student (Appendix C). This means that the curriculum will intentionally meet the 

needs of first-generation students by offering a knowledge base that allows them to build cultural 

capital, understand expectations of the university and involvement opportunities, and provide 

resources for students to achieve a healthy balance between on-campus obligations and personal 

matters such as family. 

 During the first week, an introduction to the course will be given in twenty minutes and 

the syllabus will be read together so that students will understand the expectations of this course. 

After the course introduction, several team building initiatives will be facilitated (Appendix B). 

The first activity of the first class session will be a warm-up icebreaker called Group Juggle so 

that all students – returning students and new students – can learn each other’s names as well as 

get the energy flowing in the room to prepare for further activities (Appendix G). The second 

initiative is called Resources at OSU and is framed similar to the game “Categories” where 

students will share names of resources that they know about at OSU within a specific category 

(e.g. academic resources or ways to manage student stress). Next, Stack Six will be facilitated so 

that students can learn about effective communication and how it relates to leadership. The final 
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activity, Helium Stick, is an initiative that is framed in a way to allow students to experience 

methods to stay focused and work together to accomplish a goal (Appendix F). It allows all 

students to participate and experience how any group leadership turns into a positive outcome. 

After the team building initiatives, the instructors will give an introduction to StrengthsQuest 

(SQ), an assessment tool that leads students through learning their talents so that they are able to 

achieve academic success, explore careers, and in develop as student leaders (StrengthsQuest, 

2011). Students will be assigned a code and be given a homework assignment to complete the 

SQ survey so that their top five strengths may be determined.  

 During the second week, the SQ workshop will be facilitated by a trained SQ facilitator. 

Students will learn about their top strengths and have a chance to participate in several activities 

that will allow them to work with their classmates to uncover the meaning of their strengths and 

how strengths function within their development as a student. Following the SQ workshop, the 

instructors will give an overview of student leadership and involvement. Through this, students 

will begin to define what leadership means to them. An activity will then be facilitated where 

students will define leadership through different lenses: student, family member, teacher, 

university president, U.S. state politician, and world leader. The Social Change Model (SCM) of 

leadership will be presented after this exercise and a class discussion will be facilitated so that 

students have a chance to ask questions and relate the previous exercise to the SCM.  

 For class session three, diverse perspectives on leadership will be discussed based on an 

activity lead by a guest speaker from Intercultural Student Services on cross-cultural 

communication styles. These activities will allow students to learn about their own 

communication styles as well as learn the differences in communication styles based on culture 

and heritage. This class session will include discussions on challenges and opportunities for 
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leadership and involvement within OSU based on U.S. culture and the social constructions of 

race, ethnicity, heritage, skin color, gender differences, sexual orientation, different abilities, 

religion, and other social identities.  

 Week four includes another SQ workshop on using strengths to build social capital. This 

includes an activity where students will learn how to get connected with different academic and 

student affairs professionals and network based on different involvement opportunity scenarios. 

Career Services will also be invited to do a one hour workshop on building a résumé. Weeks five 

through nine include guest speakers from different areas around campus. Each week has 

representatives from different leadership and involvement resources so that students get an idea 

of the wide range of opportunities at OSU to fit their interests, values, goals, and personal 

identity.  Areas represented will include OSU student jobs, clubs and organizations, internships, 

community service and service-learning, studying abroad and international experiences. During 

week ten, students will have a poster session and an end of the year celebration. The poster 

session is a presentation of their student involvement assignment plan, and the end of the year 

celebration is an optional event that will have food and games to celebrate the end of a great 

year. Celebration and recognition is an important part of a first-generation student’s identity and 

it will help them to feel that they accomplished something significant as well as giving them a 

positive momentum to begin their second year of college.  

 Course Assignments. 

 This course will be based on four main assignments. Attendance and participation of each 

student will be gauged on whether they arrive to class prepared to contribute actively and 

intelligently to class discussions and exercises. They will also need to be present and engaged 

during class time; which means that they will be free from technological distractions. The second 
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requirement of the course will be Sunday Journals. Similar to the journaling assignment during 

the fall term, student responses will be sent to all three instructors each week based on the 

observations that students made during the week about leadership and student leadership 

opportunities that they notice on campus. This will allow for continuous thoughts about 

leadership and involvement as well as provide a vehicle for students to receive a reply to their 

thoughts – an important piece in marginality versus mattering (Schlossberg, 1989). Instructors 

will rotate as to which weeks’ emails they will respond to; it is important to note that each 

Sunday Journal submitted will be replied to in a timely manner (by Monday afternoon). The third 

assignment is a student involvement plan so that students begin to: a) create a personal pathway 

to explore how their passions, values, and personal identity play into their choice of student 

involvement, b) understand the skill-sets and knowledge-base they have in relation to student 

involvement, and c) identify areas of student involvement that they are interested in within 

opportunities that OSU offers as well as off-campus opportunities including internships, jobs, 

volunteering, and studying abroad. The last assignment is a poster session presentation of their 

student involvement plan. The goal is for students to share this plan with classmates as well as a 

select number of student affairs professionals and students’ faculty mentors. The students will be 

asked to prepare an “elevator speech” about their involvement plan. Students will be graded 

based on preparedness and thoughtfulness of justifying their goals within involvement 

opportunities.  

Assessment. 

 Spring term assessment will be done through course evaluation of students’ performance 

based on the intended learning outcomes, an instructor evaluation (one per instructor), and mini-

surveys after each presenter. Students will receive a grade based on OSU’s A-F scale based on 
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the quality and completion of each assignment. OSU’s standard course evaluations will be given 

to each student after class session nine so that they have an opportunity to give feedback on all 

aspects of the course. Additionally, a short three question assessment will be given after each 

involvement opportunity presentation so that the instructors can gauge what was learned as well 

as sharing it with the presenters so they know what students gained from their presentation.  

Conclusion 

 As higher education continues to diversify its student population, the number of first-

generation students will also continue to increase. Because these students are an at-risk 

population in regards to retention and degree completion, it is important that Oregon State 

University and other institutions develop programs to better support these students as they 

transition into the university system and pursue their respective degree tracks. Our proposal of a 

First-Generation Student Leadership Development program at OSU would help to do just that 

and more by assisting first-generation students in achieving academic, personal, and professional 

growth and through a greater awareness of self, development of cultural capital, peer support and 

networking, faculty mentoring, and leadership development through involvement. Through the 

application of the Social Change Model of Leadership Development, in addition to a number of 

other developmental theories, this program will further assist in the development of today’s first-

generation students into tomorrow leaders, both within the university community and beyond. 
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Appendix A 
  
Fall Term Syllabus 
 

FIRST-GENERATION STUDENTS:  
The Self: Education and Personal Success 

ALS 199, Fall 2011 
First Generation Student Development, Oregon State University 

 
Class Meeting 
Day/Time: Tuesdays/Thursdays 4:00pm-5:20pm 
Location:  TBD 
 
Instructors 
Megan Wright 
megan.wright@oregonstate.edu  
 

 
Nicholas Martin 
nicholas.martin@oregonstate.edu 

 
Michael Shingle 
mike.shingle@oregonstate.edu 

Statement of Accessibility 
This class represents an environment that is open and welcoming to all students. If you believe you may 
need accommodations during this class that may not traditionally be available, please contact the 
instructors within the first week of classes to plan a way to meet these needs. 
 
Academic Integrity 
You will be expected to conduct yourself in a professional, honest, and ethical manner and adhere to OSU 
academic policies. As such you will be held to the highest standards regarding academic integrity. 
Academic dishonesty includes: cheating (the intentional use of unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids); fabrication (falsification or invention of any information); assisting (helping another commit 
an act of academic dishonesty); tampering (altering or interfering with evaluation instruments and 
documents); and plagiarism (intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of another person 
as one's own). For additional information about academic dishonesty at OSU please go to: 
http://oregonstate.edu/studentconduct/faculty/facacdis.php 
 
Course Goals 

1. Orient students to the Oregon State campus and academic culture; 
2. Provide open spaces in which students can reflect on their values, passions and academic/career-

related aspirations; 
3. Familiarize students with campus resources and services; 
4. Aid students with the development of their personal identities; and 
5. Build an awareness of community amongst first-generation students 

Course Outcomes 
By completing the learning experiences and assignments in this course, it is intended that you will: 

1. Be able to articulate knowledge of campus resources and identity various forms of personal and 
academic support; 

2. Grow in your understanding of yourself, your strengths and a sense of mattering and 
empowerment as a student at OSU; 

3. Focus on your notion of self in relation to your peers and other first-gen students; and 
4. Develop a working knowledge of institutional /cultural practices that affect first-generation 

student development 
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Classroom Expectations 
• This class will have activities and guest speakers which require you to arrive to class on time each 

day. 
• Attendance and active, thoughtful participation in all class discussions and activities. 
• Timely and thorough completion and submission of all course assignments. 

 
Course Assignments [100 possible points]: 
 

1. Attendance and Participation [20 points]: 
You are expected to come to class prepared to contribute actively and intelligently to class 
discussions and exercises, and to be present and engaged during class time, which means that you 
will be free from technological distractions. Please refrain from using cell phones or other devices 
in the classroom out of respect for your classmates and your instructor. Anticipated absences 
from class should be communicated with the instructor at least one week in advance. 
Unanticipated absences should be communicated as soon as is possible given the circumstances.  
Class participation will be measured by contributions to class discussions, as well as completion 
of group work and in-class writing assignments focused on case studies.  Ultimately, each class 
session will be worth 1 point.   

 
2. Sunday Journals [20 points]:  

Each Sunday, send an email to all three instructors which will be based on your weekly meeting 
with your faculty/staff mentor along with any observations that you made during the week about 
different student communities/groups/organizations on campus. We want you to become more 
aware of how mentor relationships and campus communities help to support students both 
academically and personally throughout their college careers; so your email should be a summary 
of your thoughts and feelings as you go through the week.  There is no required length of Sunday 
Journals or of the summary itself. Make it as long or short as you feel you need to explain your 
thoughts thoroughly. 

 
3. Personal Statement [15 points] 

The purpose of this assignment is to craft a statement regarding one’s history, personal strengths 
(as perceived by the student) and aspirations (academic, social and career-related).   This 
assignment will require you to identify how the label “first-generation student” affects your 
understanding of self, and how said label affects your motivation or desire to succeed in or pursue 
college-level studies.  This piece should be between 1,000 and 1,200 words in length, just long 
enough to sufficiently address the challenges and as well as instances of personal success that 
constitute your greater notion of self.  Following the completion of our assignment, our intention 
is to have you and other students in the course share a part of your story, if you so desire. 
 

4. First-Generation Research / Presentations  [25 points] 
Working with 2 – 3 other students, you will research and write about a topic relating to first-
generation college students.  This can range from transitional issues to financing education or 
covering professor expectations.  Following the completion of an 8-page research paper, your 
group will be expected to share what you’ve learned and “teach” the class about your specific 
topic.  It’s expected that you will use three scholarly or academic sources.  During Week 4, we 
will discuss this assignment in greater detail, as well as present information on how to properly 
cite sources for the purpose of this research assignment.   

 
Course Evaluation 
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In accordance with University policy, you will be graded on a standard A-F system based on the 
successful completion of the course assignments. A = 93% -100%; A- = 90%-92%; B+ = 87%-89%; B = 
83%-86%; B- = 80%-82%; C+ = 77%-79%; C = 73%-76%; C- = 70%- 72% 
 
Course Outline 
 

Week 1 – Introduction to Oregon State University / Planning out the first term / course 

expectations 

Week 2 – Campus Resources (tour to be included) / Identifying personal needs of students 

Week 3 – Defining “first-generation” and “cultural capital” / Reflection 

Week 4 – Midterm check in / Understanding professor/study/ expectations 

 Guest Speakers during Week 4 – Dennis Martin (Writing Center), Claire 

Creighton (Academic Success) 

Week 5– Exploring first-gen issues in higher education (understanding challenges) 

Week 6 – Exploring first-gen initiatives – how problems are being addressed  

Week 7 - Personal Strengths / Case studies / Goal Setting 

Week 8 – Personal Statements / Reflection 

Week 9 – Research presentations (both days of the week) 
Week 10 – Looking ahead (service-related ventures and leadership opportunities) / Additional 

Goal Setting / Course reflection 
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Appendix B 
  
Winter Term Syllabus 
 

FIRST GENERATION STUDENTS:  
PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL, AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

ALS 199, Winter 2012 
First Generation Student Development, Oregon State University 

 
Class Meeting 
Day/Time: Thursdays 3:00pm-4:20pm 
Location: TBA 
 
Instructors 
Megan Wright 
megan.wright@oregonstate.edu  
 

 
Nicholas Martin 
nicholas.martin@oregonstate.edu 

 
Michael Shingle 
mike.shingle@oregonstate.edu 

Statement of Accessibility 
This class represents an environment that is open and welcoming to all students. If you believe you may 
need accommodations during this class that may not traditionally be available, please contact the 
instructors within the first week of classes to plan a way to meet these needs. 
 
Academic Integrity 
You will be expected to conduct yourself in a professional, honest, and ethical manner and adhere to OSU 
academic policies. As such you will be held to the highest standards regarding academic integrity. 
Academic dishonesty includes: cheating (the intentional use of unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids); fabrication (falsification or invention of any information); assisting (helping another commit 
an act of academic dishonesty); tampering (altering or interfering with evaluation instruments and 
documents); and plagiarism (intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of another person 
as one's own). For additional information about academic dishonesty at OSU please go to: 
http://oregonstate.edu/studentconduct/faculty/facacdis.php 
 
Course Goals 

6. Provide and build a support network for students; 
7. Create opportunities for students to develop meaningful relationships with faculty, staff, and 

peers; 
8. Assist students with the development of their personal and professional identities;  
9. Build an awareness of community amongst first-generation students; and 
10. Familiarize students with community service and service learning projects.  

Course Outcomes 
By completing the learning experiences and assignments in this course, it is intended that you will: 

• Receive personal and academic mentorship from a selected faculty/staff member who possess an 
understanding of the issues surrounding first-generation college students; 

• Develop peer connections and a sense of community with other first-generation students; 
• Understand the dynamics and advantages of mentorship as well as the importance of peer 

support; and 
• Be aware of what community service and service learning are and their importance on campus 

and how they can be used in your own development. 
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Classroom Expectations 

• This class will have activities and guest speakers which require you to arrive to class on time each 
day. 

• Attendance and active, thoughtful participation in all class discussions and activities. 
• Timely and thorough completion and submission of all course assignments. 

 
Course Assignments [100 possible points]: 
 

5. Attendance and Participation [15 points]: 
You are expected to come to class prepared to contribute actively and intelligently to class 
discussions and exercises, and to be present and engaged during class time, which means that you 
will be free from technological distractions. Please refrain from using cell phones or other devices 
in the classroom out of respect for your classmates and your instructor. Anticipated absences 
from class should be communicated with the instructor at least one week in advance. 
Unanticipated absences should be communicated as soon as is possible given the circumstances.  
Each class is worth 1.5 points. 
 

6. Meetings with Faculty/Staff Mentor [20 points]: 
Faculty/staff members will be assigned as mentors to students during the first week.  Each week 
you will meet with your faculty/staff mentor for approximately ½ an hour outside class time.  
This will a good time to discuss your major choice, career options, research opportunities, clubs 
and organizations, transition issues, the campus community, community service projects, other 
ways to get involved, and more.  Faculty/staff members will report back to the class instructors at 
the end of the term with student attendance records.   Each mentorship meeting is worth 2 points. 
(If a faculty/staff member is unable to meet that week, please contact instructors for information 
on making up that time.) 
 

7. Sunday Journals [20 points]:  
Each Sunday, send an email to all three instructors which will be based on your weekly meeting 
with your faculty/staff mentor along with any observations that you made during the week about 
different student communities/groups/organizations on campus. We want you to become more 
aware of how mentor relationships and campus communities help to support students both 
academically and personally throughout their college careers; so your email should be a summary 
of your thoughts and feelings as you go through the week.  There is no required length of Sunday 
Journals or of the summary itself. Make it as long or short as you feel you need to explain your 
thoughts thoroughly. 
 
Special assignments for Sunday Journals: 
Week 1:   
Include an interview of your faculty/staff member from your first meeting.  Include the faculty 
member’s name, department, and at least 3 questions that you asked to get know them better and 
their answers.   
Week 10:  
You will turn in a summary of highlights from weeks 2-9.  
 

8. RE-CONNEC T (Martin Luther King, Jr. Day) [15 points] 
The class will meet for a half day on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day from 12 pm to 5 pm; location 
on campus TBA week 1.  Lunch will be provided; please contact instructors for any special diet 
accommodations.  This will be a time to re-connect with one another after the winter break and to 
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look ahead.  Attendance is worth 5 points and participation is worth up to 10 points. (Students 
who are unable able to attend must contact instructors no later than class in week 2.)   
 

9. Community Service/Service Learning Project Paper (due class #10) [30 points] 
Research and write about a community service or service learning project.  This project could be 
a project that happened in the past, is currently happening, or a future project that you envision.  
Include the “who, when, where, what, and how” of the project while focusing on the impact that 
it had on the community and/or the people involved.  Papers should be approximately 4 to 5 
pages in length including references.  A grading rubric for the paper will be distributed week 5. 
 

Course Evaluation 
In accordance with University policy, you will be graded on a standard A-F system based on the 
successful completion of the course assignments. A = 93% -100%; A- = 90%-92%; B+ = 87%-89%; B = 
83%-86%; B- = 80%-82%; C+ = 77%-79%; C = 73%-76%; C- = 70%- 72% 
 
Course Outline 
 
 Week 1 – Course introduction; faculty/staff mentor assignments 

 Week 2 – What is mentorship and why is it helpful?   

MLK – RE-CONNECT Event (12 pm- 5 pm); location on campus TBA week 1 

Week 3 – The importance of differences between peer support, peer mentorship, and friendship 

   Guest Speaker: Christian Mathies - ASOSU Student Advocate 

Week 4 – Midterm check in:  small group discussion time and class forum 

Week 5 – Surviving the winter term blahs: renew, refresh, and refocus 

Guest Speaker(s): Student Health Services, Dixon Recreation Center, Counseling 

and Psychological Services 

Week 6 – Community service and service learning projects 

   Guest Speaker: OSU Community Service Center 

Week 7 – Midterm check in:  small group discussion time and class forum 

Week 8 – Campus communities, clubs, and organizations and the importance of getting involved 

Week 9 – Community building and diversity development 

   Guest Speaker: Diane Davis, Coordinator for the Healthy Campus Initiative 

Week 10 – Discuss community service/service learning papers; term wrap-up  
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Appendix C 
 
Spring Term Syllabus 
 

FIRST GENERATION STUDENTS:  
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT THROUGH INVOLVEMENT 

ALS 199, Spring 2012 
First Generation Student Development, Oregon State University 

 
Class Meeting 
Day/Time: Thursdays 3:00 p.m. - 4:50 p.m. 
End of the Year Celebration: After class #10 (optional) 
Location: TBA 
 
Instructors 
Megan Wright 
megan.wright@oregonstate.edu  
 
 

 
Nicholas Martin 
nicholas.martin@oregonstate.edu 

 
Mike Shingle 
mike.shingle@oregonstate.edu 

Statement of Accessibility 
This class represents an environment that is open and welcoming to all students. If you believe you may 
need accommodations during this class that may not traditionally be available, please contact the 
instructors within the first week of classes to plan a way to meet these needs. 
 
Academic Integrity 
You will be expected to conduct yourself in a professional, honest, and ethical manner and adhere to OSU 
academic policies. As such you will be held to the highest standards regarding academic integrity. 
Academic dishonesty includes: cheating (the intentional use of unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids); fabrication (falsification or invention of any information); assisting (helping another commit 
an act of academic dishonesty); tampering (altering or interfering with evaluation instruments and 
documents); and plagiarism (intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of another person 
as one's own). For additional information about academic dishonesty at OSU please go to: 
http://oregonstate.edu/studentconduct/faculty/facacdis.php 
 
Course Goals 

11. Continue to assist students in personal and professional development 
12. Provide foundational skills for participation in student involvement opportunities 
13. Explore personal passions, values, and  a sense of mattering for students in relation to peers 
14. Create pathways for students to explore how personal identity plays a role in leadership 
15. Identify and obtain pathways for student leadership and involvement through a working 

knowledge of a variety of different campus clubs, organizations, student jobs, internships, 
community service, and study abroad opportunities.  

Course Outcomes 
By completing the learning experiences and assignments in this course, it is intended that you will be able 
to: 

• Define and analyze leadership and involvement through your verbal in-class contributions and 
written assignments; 
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• Describe and analyze different student leadership opportunities that exist at OSU through your 
verbal in-class contributions and written assignments; 

• Identify and explain leadership-related skills covered in class through your verbal in-class 
contributions  and written assignments; 

• Evaluate the Social Change Model of Leadership in relation to the individual, the group, and 
society through your verbal in-class contributions  and written assignments; and 

• Design a student development plan for yourself as a student leader based on your learning from 
this course. 
 

Classroom Expectations 
• This class will have activities and guest speakers which require you to arrive to class on time each 

day. 
• Attendance and active, thoughtful participation in all class discussions and activities. 
• Timely and thorough completion and submission of all course assignments. 

 
Course Assignments [100 possible points]: 

10. Attendance and Participation [10 points]: 
You are expected to come to class prepared to contribute actively and intelligently to class 
discussions and exercises, and to be present and engaged during class time, which means that you 
will be free from technological distractions. Please refrain from using cell phones or other devices 
in the classroom out of respect for your classmates and your instructor. Anticipated absences 
from class should be communicated with the instructor at least one week in advance. 
Unanticipated absences should be communicated as soon as is possible given the circumstances.  
 
Attendance and participation will be evaluated in terms of: (a) in-class attendance [5 points], and 
(b) level of demonstrated engagement within the course, including the completion of any 
homework assignments and in-class participation [5 points]. 
 

11. Sunday Journals [20 points] 
Each Sunday, send an email to all three instructors which will be based on observations you made 
during the week about leadership and student leadership opportunities you notice on campus. 
Please provide your thoughts on those observations. We want to develop a good understanding of 
the mind set of today’s students in relation to student leadership and leadership opportunities, so 
your email should be a summary of your thoughts and feelings as you go through the week.  
 
For week 10, you will turn in a summary of weeks 1-9 in similar format. There is no required 
length of Sunday Journals or of the summary itself. Make it as long or short as you feel you need 
to explain your thoughts thoroughly.  

 
12. Student Involvement Plan Written Assignment (due class #10) [35 points] 

 
The goals of this activity: 

 To create a personal pathway for you to explore how your passions, values, and personal 
identity play into your choice of student involvement 

 To understand the skill-sets and knowledge-base you have in relation to student 
involvement 

 To identify areas of student involvement that you are interested in within opportunities 
that OSU offers as well as off-campus opportunities including internships, jobs, 
volunteering, etc. 
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Phase 1:  
Based on your thoughts from class discussions, in-class writing assignments, Sunday Journals, 
and outside of class experiences, determine three different involvement opportunities that you 
would like to pursue for the upcoming academic year beginning in September 2012.  One of these 
opportunities must be a paid student position within Oregon State University or a part-time off-
campus job. The other two can be student clubs, organizations, or significant volunteer 
opportunities. Write a half-page summary of each of the three involvement opportunities and 
describe (a) what the opportunity entails, (b) why the opportunity is of interest to you, and (c) 
assess how you fit into this role based on your passions, values, and personal identity. (1.5 – 2 
pages) 
 
Phase 2: 
Based on work throughout your first year in college, evaluate your skill-set, knowledge base, and 
connections to faculty/mentors and articulate how you can apply these resources towards 
obtaining each of these three positions. How will you go about obtaining this position? Are there 
any qualifications for the position? What do you need to do to prepare to be qualified for this 
position? Think about if this opportunity involves an interview, a membership intake process, or 
other method for new members to get involved. If you don’t know how to obtain this position or 
the intake process involved, how will you find out? Do this for each of the three involvement 
opportunities. (2 pages) 
 
Phase 3: 
Congratulations, you have successfully obtained all three positions!  
 
Based on your thoughts from class discussions, in-class writing assignments, Sunday Journals, 
and outside of class experiences, discuss on-campus resources at your disposal to help accomplish 
a sense of balance. Based on the anticipated responsibilities for your three positions, discuss how 
you plan to stabilize your involvement with your academic coursework, family responsibilities, 
and other things that are important to you in your life. (1 page) 
 
The Student Involvement Plan will be evaluated in terms of its: (a) clarity and organization [5 
points], (b) success in addressing all facets of the assignments [15 points], and (c) depth of 
analysis [10 points], (d) proper grammar and overall quality of writing [5 points]. 
 

13. Student Involvement Poster Session (during class #10) [35 points] 
 
During week 10 of the course, we will give you all an opportunity to share your student 
involvement plans through a poster session. For the poster session, you will display highlights 
from your student involvement plan. Be prepared to have an “elevator speech” (a 30-45 second 
pitch) about your involvement plan.  
 
After the poster session, we will have a celebration from 5 p.m. until 6 p.m. 

 
Course Evaluation 
In accordance with University policy, you will be graded on a standard A-F system based on the 
successful completion of the course assignments. A = 93% -100%; A- = 90%-92%; B+ = 87%-89%; B = 
83%-86%; B- = 80%-82%; C+ = 77%-79%; C = 73%-76%; C- = 70%- 72% 
 
Course Outline 
 
 Week 1 – Course Introduction; Team Building Initiatives; Intro to StrengthsQuest 
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    Team Initiatives: Group Juggle, Resources at OSU, Stack Six, Helium Stick 

 Week 2 – StrengthsQuest workshop; leadership and involvement overview; Social Change Model 

of leadership 

    Team Initiative: Defining Leadership 

Week 3 – Diverse foundations of leadership; cross-cultural communication styles 

   Guest Speaker: Sandy Tsuneyoshi, Intercultural Student Services 

Week 4 – Using your strengths & building social capital; résumé workshop with Career Services 

Week 5 – Involvement opportunities at OSU: OSU Student Jobs 

 Guest Speaker(s): Panel of Representatives from UHDS, Student Leadership & 

Involvement, Diversity Development, Memorial Union, & Career Services 

Week 6 – Involvement opportunities at OSU: Clubs and Organizations 

   Guest Speaker: Danté Holloway, Student Leadership & Involvement 

Week 7 – Involvement opportunities at OSU: Internships 

   Guest Speaker(s): Career Services, ASOSU, College of Business Representative 

Week 8 – Involvement opportunities at OSU: Community Service & Service-Learning 

   Guest Speaker(s): Community Service Center 

Week 9 – Involvement opportunities at OSU: Studying Abroad & International Experience 

   Guest Speaker(s): OSU Study Abroad Representatives Panel 

Week 10 – Student Involvement Poster Session & End of the Year Celebration – Location TBA 
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Appendix D 
 

Winter Term ALS 199: ST/First Gen Stud Ldrshp Devl 
 
RE-CONNECT – Agenda 
 
Day:   Monday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
Time:   12 pm to 5 pm 
Where:  Campus, TBA week 1 
 
Schedule of Events:  
  
12:00 Introduction of the day’s events 
12:10 Lunch 
12:30 Ice breaker and team building exercise 

Facilitator: Mark Belson – Dixon Recreational Sports 
2:30 Break 
2:45 Case study scenarios in small groups with a large group discussion 
4:00 Brainstorming activity – ways to support one another 
5:00 Adjourn 
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Appendix E 

Group Development Plan 

Megan, Nick, and Mike have all agreed to the following expectations with respect to working to 

create the First-Generation Student Leadership Development assignment. We agreed to the 

following expectations at our first in-person meeting and created this plan by corresponding via 

email after the first meeting. 

Communication 

We will communicate primarily by email, but also in class during breaks, and after class, if 

needed. We also feel that we should communicate with one another in a timely fashion, but that 

we should be cognizant of the fact that we have outside commitments that might affect timely 

communication. 

Decision-Making 

We agreed that we can all throw ideas out to the group and to go with the flow and energy of the 

assignment. We are pretty open to anything as long as we can do it intentionally and it turns out 

to be good quality. We should be open to discussing new or different possibilities with respect to 

how this project will take shape, but should also recognize when action is necessary. We agree 

that if we cannot reach an unanimous opinion that we will go with the majority and the person in 

the minority will respect the group decision.  

Dealing with Conflict 

Mike discussed naming any conflict and bring it out into the open instead of letting it simmer 

and get worse. If there's a conflict that we have with each other, Mike recommends we let each 

other know. We said that we feel free to remind each other about action items we said we would 

do but haven't done yet. Nick addresses conflict by attempting to understand the root of said 
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conflict, and often work out situations through negotiation or clarification/revision of 

expectations. Megan is open to both of Mike’s and Nick’s views, and she believes that we can 

solve any problems that may crop up and come to an agreement in a professional manner.  

Receiving feedback 

The whole group is open to receiving feedback via email or in person, and we all agree that it is 

good to send reminders about action items. With respect to feedback, we hope that we will be 

open, honest and constructive in our evaluation of one another's performance.  If something goes 

well, please, describe how that happened.  If certain behaviors are affecting our ability to 

perform as a group, please bring it up.  Honesty is the best policy. We appreciate honesty and 

openness with tact.  

Ensuring Equal Duties 

We agreed to delegating specific tasks to particular team members. Balance is important for all 

three of us. As long as we remain open about expectations and make an intentional effort to 

maintain a healthy balance with respect to assigned tasks, we believe we will be successful. 

Allocating "who will do what by when" utilizing the strengths of our group is important for us. 

Mike enjoys the written part of assignments and doesn’t mind speaking in class. We also agreed 

that with task-oriented items, having a 'to-do' list for each person seems like it might work well. 

We agreed to do this via email instead of solely discussed in our team meetings so we all have a 

written reminder.  
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Appendix F 
 

Helium Stick 
Summary:  A deceptively simple teamwork activity. Form two lines facing each other. Lay a long, 
thin rod on the group's index fingers.  Goal: Lower to ground.  Reality: It goes up! 
 
Group Size: 8 to 12 ideal, but can be done with 6 to 14 
 
Total time: ~25 mins (5 minute briefing and set up, 10 minutes of active problem-solving [until 
success] 10 minutes discussion) 
 
Equipment: 1 thin, light-weight, 10 ft. Helium Stick 
 
Set-up & Rules: 

1. Line	  up	  two	  rows	  in	  which	  each	  person	  faces	  each	  other.	  
2. Ask	  the	  participants	  to	  point	  their	  index	  fingers	  out	  interspersed	  with	  each	  other	  
3. Introduce	  the	  Helium	  Stick,	  and	  lay	  it	  down	  on	  their	  fingers.	  	  	  
4. Get	  the	  group	  to	  adjust	  their	  finger	  heights	  until	  the	  Helium	  Stick	  is	  horizontal	  and	  everyone's	  index	  

fingers	  are	  touching	  the	  stick.	  
5. Explain	  that	  the	  challenge	  is	  to	  lower	  the	  Helium	  Stick	  to	  the	  ground.	  	  
6. The	  catch:	  Each	  person's	  fingers	  must	  be	  in	  contact	  with	  the	  Helium	  Stick	  at	  all	  times.	  Pinching	  or	  

grabbing	  the	  pole	  in	  not	  allowed	  -‐	  it	  must	  rest	  on	  top	  of	  fingers.	  	  
7. Reiterate	  to	  the	  group	  that	  if	  anyone's	  finger	  is	  caught	  not	  touching	  the	  Helium	  Stick,	  the	  task	  will	  be	  

restarted.	  

Note/Warning: Particularly in the early stages, the Helium Stick has a habit of mysteriously 'floating' 
up rather than coming down. 
 
Example Debrief Questions: 

1. What	  are	  general	  reactions	  to	  this	  activity?	  
2. What	  were	  the	  challenges	  that	  emerged	  during	  this	  activity?	  (conflict,	  communication,	  etc.)	  
3. How	  did	  everyone	  cope	  with	  these	  challenges?	  	  What	  tactics	  worked	  well	  within	  this	  setting?	  
4. How	  did	  group	  members	  communicate	  ideas	  with	  one	  another?	  	  Was	  communication	  effective?	  
5. What	  roles	  did	  people	  fulfill,	  if	  any?	  	  Were	  there	  individuals	  that	  took	  control	  within	  this	  group?	  
6. What	  do	  you	  feel	  were	  the	  strengths	  and	  weaknesses	  of	  this	  group?	  
7. What	  situations	  can	  you	  think	  of	  that	  might	  be	  similar	  to	  this	  activity?	  
8. Taking	  a	  step	  outside	  of	  our	  group,	  how	  do	  you	  think	  student	  leaders	  might	  react	  to	  this	  activity?	  

 
References: 
Wilderdom Website - http://wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/HeliumStick.html  
 
Booth Sweeney, L. & D. Meadows (1996). The systems thinking playbook: Exercises to stretch and 

build learning and systems thinking capabilities. The Turning Point Foundation. 
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Appendix G 
 

Group Juggle 
Summary:  Throw balls to others in a sequence, using each person's name.  Works every time.  Can 
be extended to "Warp Speed" (to see how fast the group can throw balls through a set order to each 
group member). 
 
Group Size: Any size less than ~30 
 
Total time: ~15 mins  
 
Equipment: 12-15 soft tossable items (fluff toys, light balls, etc.)  
 
Set-up & Rules: 

1. Round	  1	  
o Arrange	  participants	  &	  yourself	  in	  a	  circle	  
o Explain	  that	  you	  are	  going	  to	  throw	  a	  ball	  to	  someone	  -‐	  pick	  someone	  out	  &	  ask	  their	  name,	  

then	  say	  "Hi	  Freddy,	  my	  name	  is	  James...here	  you	  go!"	  	  
o Freddy	  then	  says	  "Thank	  you,	  James",	  picks	  someone	  and	  says	  "Hi	  X,	  my	  name	  is	  Freddy...here	  

you	  go!"	  "Thank	  you,	  Freddy	  and	  on	  we	  go.	  
o Be	  sure	  to	  tell	  them	  not	  to	  duplicate	  a	  person	  (everyone	  gets	  to	  touch	  the	  ball)	  
o The	  last	  person	  will	  throw	  the	  ball	  back	  to	  the	  facilitator	  

2. Round	  2	  	  
o Instruct	  them	  to	  make	  sure	  to	  use	  the	  same	  order,	  and	  using	  each	  other's	  names.	  
o Remember	  they	  must	  say	  the	  name	  of	  the	  person	  they	  are	  throwing	  to,	  and	  thank	  the	  person,	  

by	  name,	  for	  throwing	  it	  to	  them.	  
o Take	  it	  slow,	  help	  the	  group	  out,	  so	  that	  each	  person	  has	  a	  successful	  second	  round.	  

3. Round	  3	  (faster)	  
o Do	  the	  same	  thing	  as	  round	  2,	  but	  challenge	  them	  to	  do	  it	  faster	  

4. Round	  4	  (with	  numerous	  balls)	  
o Facilitator	  says,	  "Great,	  but	  I	  think	  we	  can	  do	  faster	  than	  that.	  Set	  the	  tone	  with	  a	  fast	  throw	  
o After	  the	  first	  ball	  has	  passed	  through	  a	  few	  hands,	  take	  a	  2nd	  ball	  out	  of	  your	  pocket	  	  
o By	  now	  everyone	  is	  so	  well	  trained,	  the	  2nd	  ball	  will	  automatically	  keep	  going,	  and	  there	  will	  be	  

a	  detectable	  sense	  of	  challenge/excitement.	  
o Next,	  introduce	  a	  3rd	  and	  4th	  ball,	  up	  to	  about	  6	  balls.	  

	  
Notes:	  4	  to	  6	  balls	  can	  be	  juggled	  for	  a	  while	  (note	  the	  balls	  will	  be	  coming	  back	  again	  to	  the	  trainer	  -‐	  just	  keep	  
them	  going).	  	  A	  group	  of	  12	  adults	  can	  usually	  handle	  4	  to	  6	  quite	  well.	  	  If	  you’re	  feeling	  conservative,	  just	  let	  
the	  group	  have	  the	  success	  of	  doing	  4-‐6	  balls,	  and	  collect	  them	  in	  when	  that	  seems	  to	  have	  been	  achieved.	  	  
Usually,	  once	  the	  group	  seems	  competent	  at	  4	  to	  6	  balls	  gradually	  introduce	  an	  unmanageable	  number	  of	  balls	  
into	  the	  juggle	  &	  maybe	  also	  weird	  objects	  (e.g.,	  kids	  soft	  toys)	  which	  will	  end	  the	  game	  in	  a	  hilarious	  shambles.	  
 
No debrief necessary for this activity. This is a warm-up for further team building initiatives. 
 
References: 
Wilderdom Website - http://www.wilderdom.com/games/descriptions/GroupJuggle.html 
 


